DOORDARSHAN KENDRA : BHUBANESWAR

PROG. HIGHLIGHTS FOR DT : 16.07.2020 (THURSDAY)

6.00 AM ARADHANA – SRI RAMACHARITA MANASARE NARI RA BHUMIKA
PALISHREE–AYURVEDA MADHYAMARE ANTHUGANTHIRA
6.30 AM CHIKITCHA
7.00 AM HELLO ODISHA (BREAKFAST SHOW)
          GUEST – KRUSHNA CHANDRA RAY (SINGER & COMPOSER)
8.00 AM REGIONAL NEWS (LIVE)
8.15 AM VAISHNAV JAN TO …. / DEVOTIONAL MUSIC
8.30 AM CHHANDA DHARA
9.00 AM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
9.02 AM PROG. ON BH. PATNA (TOPIC – PM’S UJALA YOJANA)
9.30 AM GENERAL PROG., DDK, SBP   (TOPIC – SAMBALPURI NRUTYA)
10.00 AM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
10.02 A M SP : ITI CLASS ROOM (EP - 101)
10.30 A M SP: ITI CLASS ROOM (EP - 102)
11.00 AM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
11.02 AM SP : EDUSAT (EP – 115)
11.30 AM SP : EDUSAT (EP – 116)
12.00 NOON GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
12.02 PM PLAY – BAISNAB (BY – ALASA DEVI SANSKRUTIKA ANUSTHANA)
2.00 PM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
2.02 PM SP : POLITECHNIC CLASSROOM (EP - 99)
2.30 PM SP: POLITECHNIC CLASSROOM (EP - 100)
3.00 PM MUKHYA SAMACHAR
3.02 PM AMA ROSEI : 1- POTLI PUA, 2- MIXED FRUIT SALAD
3.30 PM SP : EDUSAT (EP : 117)
4.00 PM SP : EDUSAT (EP : 118)
4.30 PM DANCE DRAMA – BANDHU MOHANTY
5.00 PM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
5.02 PM PARIKRAMA (LIVE)
5.30 PM CP : JAYANTANKA PATNI
6.00 PM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
6.02 PM SAPTA RANGA
6.30 PM HEALTH SHOW – SPONDILITIES
7.00 PM SAMACHAR (LIVE)
7.30 PM  CORONA PRESS CONFERENCE (SPOKESPERSON, GOVT. OF ORISSA)
8.00 PM  ODISHI DANCE – (BY – DEBASHIS PATTNAIK, MEERA DAS)
8.30 PM  WE THE SOLDIER (GUEST – AIR MARSHAL – J. N. BURMA))
9.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
9.02 PM  RELAY DD-INDIA